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 Ǳ BORIS TOLD TEST SYSTEM MUST BE SPED UP BEFORE MONDAY DEADLINE AS SCHOOLS GO BACK

WHERE IS WORLD 
CLASS TRACING, PM?

YOUR  
PAPER  DELIVERED BRINGING THE NEWS TO 1000s  OF HOMES

BORIS JOHNSON was today warned by experts 
that he needs to “massively” speed up test and 
trace if he is to hit Monday’s deadline of delivering 
a world-beating system to defeat coronavirus.

The clock was ticking on the Prime Minister’s 
pledge as a top adviser to the Scottish Government 
said it could be a “big gamble” to relax restrictions 
if the new test and trace system was not properly 

up and running. Writing in today’s Evening Stand-
ard, former health secretary Jeremy Hunt said he 
was hearing of coronavirus test results taking two 
days on average and warned: “In many cases it can 
take much longer.”

Warning “we need to massively speed up the 
turnaround of tests”, he said it could take five days 
from requesting a test to getting a result. 

To cut the overall time to less than three days 
“we need 24-hour turnaround of tests”, which the 

Prime Minister has agreed to deliver but not yet 
set a date for, Mr Hunt added. “The Prime Minister 
has promised us a ‘world beating’ test and trace 
system — but we won’t deliver that if our tests take 
twice as long to process as the best places in the 
world,” he said. 

One of the ministers in charge, Lord Bethell, 
stressed that “incredible” progress had been made 
in the race to set up the new system, with a 
25,000-strong army of contact tracers having been 

recruited. However, he conceded that yesterday’s 
nationwide launch was “not perfect”, following 
reports of people being unable to login to the system 
to report infections and get a test.

The peer, minister of innovation at the Depart-
ment of Health and Social Care, tweeted: “Progress 
is incredible. We’ve moved quickly to stand up huge 
T-and-T programme, so all not perfect. We’re  
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£5.5m
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HIRST’S PRINTS HELP       US ON WAY TO £10m 
OUR Food for London Now appeal to 
tackle hunger soared past £5.5 million 
today on the back of prodigious sales of 
the Damien Hirst rainbow butterfly 
heart design created especially for our 
campaign — which has raised more 
than £1.5 million.

The new landmark — reached in just 
two months since the launch of our 
campaign — has enabled the delivery 
of more than three million meals since 
lockdown to hundreds of thousands of 

David Cohen Campaigns Editor

MORE than 100 Met officers lined the 
streets to pay tribute to a colleague who 
died with Covid-19.

Ramesh Gunamal, 70, worked on the 
front desk at Forest Gate police station 
in Newham for the past 12 years. 

The father-of-two fell ill in March and 
died in Newham University Hospital on 
May 9. He is one of two Met staff known 
to have died with the virus.

Fellow officers saluted as his funeral 
cortege was driven past the station. His 
son Tarun said: “My dad was my hero. 
A real inspiration to everyone he met. 
He showed us that anything is possible 

when you put your heart and soul into 
it. He was dedicated to his job.” 

Mr Gunamal was born in Tanzania and 
came to the UK in 1975. He spent his 
career working in sales before deciding 
to join the Met aged 58. To pass the 
12-week course and fitness test he trans-
formed his diet, while his son helped 
him with endurance training. Tarun 
said: “He was determined to work with 
the police and help the community.”

His family said: “There was nothing 
he liked better than to serve the com-
munity with a smile.” North East Bor-
ough Command Unit Commander 
Richard Tucker added: “Ramesh will be 
sorely missed by us all.”

Rachael Burford

Met officers line streets for funeral  
of colleague who joined force at 58

vulnerable Londoners by our partner, 
The Felix Project. The 1,376 tonnes of 
produce supplied by Felix since March 
23, the equivalent of 3,276,190 meals, 
has ameliorated the deep distress of 
those unable to afford or access food 
— in particular families struggling 
below the breadline, NHS workers and 
the elderly. 

The sum raised from the Hirst sales 
means that we are over halfway to our 
goal of securing £10 million for Felix to 
help food-poor Londoners over the next 
three years. It is a pledge given added 
urgency by the latest jobless claims 
which have surged to over two million.  

More than 4,400 people backed our 
campaign by purchasing the Hirst lim-
ited edition prints — with 3,109 buying 
the small size priced at £300 each and 
1,299 the large size priced at £1,000 — 
and raising £1.55 million net proceeds 
for The Felix Project in the process. 

Hirst said: “It’s amazing to see how 
people have pulled together and helped 
each other during this crisis. I am so 
grateful to everyone who has helped 
me do my little bit and bought a butter-
fly heart edition — it’s turned out to be 
a brilliant communal way to help raise 
money for The Felix Project and support 
their important work across London.”

Evening Standard proprietor Evgeny 
Lebedev said: “I have long believed in 
the power of art and this is a wonderful 
affirmation of that. With the support of 
Damien Hirst we have passed the half-
way point in our mission to ensure no 
Londoner in any corner of the city goes 
hungry because of covid.”

Other substantial new donors to our 
campaign include management con-
sultants McKinsey & Company, whose 
employees voted to make our appeal 
partner their charity of choice.

Olga Nefedova, associate partner, said: 
“We are making a donation to organi-
sations helping our most vulnerable 
communities. The Felix Project is very 
much one of these organisations.”

So far, more than six million meals 
have been delivered by the London 
Food Alliance — established in response 
to the coronavirus pandemic and made 
up of Felix, FareShare and City Harvest 
— of which over half have been supplied 
by The Felix Project.

Mark Curtin, CEO of The Felix Project, 
paid tribute to the extraordinary all-
round effort. “London was hit hard and 
fast — but oh, how it has stepped up and 
fought back,” he said. “We are inspired 
by the mobilisation of businesses, 
donors and supporters who have joined 
forces with our staff and volunteers.”

With our sister title The Independent, we 
are getting food to those who need it: 
children, families, the homeless and NHS 
workers. Every £30 donated will deliver 165 
meals to the most vulnerable hit by the crisis

HOW TO GIVE:
 ⬤ Text FELIX to 70480 to donate £10  

(Texts cost £10 plus one standard-rate message)  

 ⬤ Scan the QR  
code to be taken  
to our donation  
page or use the  
link below:

FEED LONDON NOW!

standard.co.uk/felix

Sales raise £1.5m 
to feed families 
struggling below 
the breadline

FOUR YEARS ago, actor and film-
maker David Morrissey was scroll-
ing down his Twitter feed when he 
saw something that caught his 
attention. It was from a newly 
formed charity, The Felix Project, 
that wanted to use surplus food that 
would otherwise go to waste to feed 
the poor. The star of The Walking 
Dead and Britannia promptly called 
them to ask if he could volunteer.

That first session — delivering 
fresh produce to eight different 
charities —made such a vivid 
impression on Morrissey that he has 
since become regularly involved 

David Cohen

BID ON TOP 
AUCTION LOTS

 ⬤ Some unique personal 
experiences are up for grabs in our 
Food for London Now charity 
auction. You can bid for a private 
guitar lesson with Ellie Goulding. Or 
hone your delivery of an epic 
Shakespearean monologue with 
coaching from The Walking Dead’s 
David Morrissey. Football fans have 
an opportunity to video chat with 
Tottenham Hotspur’s Jose Mourinho. 
Fans of the culinary arts can enjoy a 
cooking lesson from Francesco 
Mazzei, Sartoria’s garlanded chef 
patron. Macallan will put on a 
bespoke whisky tasting online for 
you and up to 10 friends.

 ⬤ Our auction, in partnership with 
The Independent and the 
Quintessentially Foundation, runs 
until Tuesday at 8pm.

HOW TO BID

standard.co.uk/auction

For information, a full list of lots 
and to cast a bid please scan 
the QR code or visit the link:
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for Felix to help food-poor London-
ers over the next three years. It is a 
pledge given added urgency by the 
latest jobless claims which have 
surged to over two million, causing 
the unemployment rate to more 
than double to ten per cent since 
the start of the year.

More than 4,400 people backed 
our campaign by purchasing the 
Damien Hirst limited edition prints 
— with 3,109 buying the small size 
priced at £300 each and 1,299 the 
large size priced at £1,000 — and 
raising £1.55 million net proceeds 
for The Felix Project in the process. 

Hirst said: “It’s amazing to see how 
people have pulled together and 
helped each other during this crisis. 
I am so grateful to everyone who has 
helped me do my little bit and 
bought a butterfly heart edition — 
it’s turned out to be a brilliant com 

HIRST’S PRINTS HELP       US ON WAY TO £10m 

FUN BIT IS COOKING WITH THE KIDS, 
SAYS ACTOR DAVID MORRISSEY

GLOBAL ROUND-UP 
 ⬤ New Zealand has reduced its 

active cases of Covid-19 to just one, 
with a further seven people 
recovering from the virus in the 
last 24 hours. The country has now 
gone an entire week without 
recording any new infections. 

 ⬤ Brazil has reported a daily 
record of 26,417 new coronavirus 
cases, bringing its tally to 438,238, 
second only to the US in confirmed 
cases. The country’s death toll rose 
1,156 from a day earlier to 26,754 
confirmed fatalities from Covid-19.

 ⬤ South Korea today imposed 
limits on the number of pupils 
going to schools in and around  
Seoul as officials battle a fresh 
outbreak threatening to undo the 

country’s progress in containing 
the epidemic. Only one in three 
pupils at kindergartens, 
elementary and middle schools in 
the Seoul area will be allowed to 
attend school each day.

 ⬤  A Samoan rugby team trapped 
in New Zealand by the lockdown 
since March 16 was returning 
home today. The Manuma Samoa 
spent 14 days in isolation after 
arriving in Auckland following a 
match in Perth, Australia, but had 
to remain at their hostel. 

 ⬤Moscow has more than doubled 
its death toll for April. The city’s 
health department now says 1,561 
people died from the disease, not 
639 that was initially announced.

KEY RULES UNDER THE STAY 
ALERT POLICY:

 ⬤ Stay at home as much as possible.
 ⬤ Work from home if you can.
 ⬤ Limit contact with other people.
 ⬤ Keep your distance if you go out 

(keeping two metres apart).
 ⬤ Wash hands regularly.
 ⬤ Self-isolate if you or anyone in your 

household has symptoms.

SHIELDING: Those classed as 
“extremely clinically vulnerable” should 
not leave the house, currently until the 
end of June. People aged 70 or older 
are classed as “clinically vulnerable” 
and advised to minimise contact with 
others outside their household but are 
not banned from leaving the house.

SELF-ISOLATE FOR SEVEN DAYS if 
symptoms of coronavirus appear 
(persistent cough, fever, new loss of 
smell or taste). But if you live with 
anyone, they must stay at home for 14 
days.
TEST AND TRACE If you have 
symptoms, self-isolate and arrange  a 
test. If you test positive you must visit 
the NHS Test and Trace website to 
record recent close contacts. Call 119 if 
you cannot get help online. If you are 
told you have been in contact with 
someone who has coronavirus you 
must self-isolate for 14 days from the 
day you were last in contact with 
them.
FACE MASKS: People using public 
transport are expected to wear a 

“non-medical” face covering, such as a 
homemade mask, scarf or bandana. 
These should also be worn in shops. 
EXERCISE: People are now allowed 
outdoors for an unlimited time, 
including sitting and enjoying the fresh 
air, exercising, picnicking and 
sunbathing. This can be with 
household members or one person 
from another household, in the latter 
case as long as social distancing is 
maintained. Tennis, golf and visits to 
garden centres are allowed.
WASH HANDS FREQUENTLY for at 
least 20 seconds. Catch coughs and 
sneezes in a tissue.
CLOTHES should be washed regularly, 
especially if working with people 
outside your household.

5,919,176
INFECTIONS  

WORLDWIDE  
(UP 125,176 IN 24HR)

2,964,529
ACTIVE CASES  

(UP 27,582 IN 24HR)

362,117
DEATHS WORLDWIDE 

(UP 4,608 IN 24HR)

with Felix, now his favourite charity. “I 
was very impressed by the efficiency 
and simplicity of the operation, and yet 
at the same time it’s difficult because a 
big part of me wishes that The Felix 
Project didn’t have to exist,” he said. 

“You wish people didn’t have to rely 
on food parcels in London in this day 
and age but the harsh reality is they do.” 
He added: “A lot of the people we give 
food to, they are proud people and a lot 
have jobs — but they’re still finding it 
hard to make ends meet, to support 

their families.” Often, admitted the 
55-year-old, the people he delivers to 
recognise him. At Haringey Play Asso-
ciation, an adventure playground in the 
shadow of the new Spurs’ stadium, 
Morrissey would arrive in his green 
Felix van to the amazement of the kids.

“There’s a bit of, oh my gosh, is that 
the governor of the Walking Dead?” he 
laughed. “It’s fun but you very quickly 
get over that and after a while they 
relate to you as a real person.”

Morrissey, inset in Britannia, intro-

duced chef Melissa Hemsley to Felix 
and together they would join chil-
dren at Haringey Play to cook up 
a storm with Felix delivered ingre-
dients. “That was my best part,” he 
said. “Those cooking sessions with 
the kids at Haringey Play, I have 
never laughed so much.”

 He has also taken along his 
25-year-old son to volunteer and 
helped fundraise by manning the 
phones along with actors Sir Ian 
McKellen and John Hamm.

LONDON health workers who con-
tract coronavirus are to be offered 
antiviral drugs used to treat HIV 
and flu to try to slow its progress.

A total of £10 million in charity 
funding was announced today for a 
series of trials that will involve 
“repurposing” existing therapies in 
the battle against Covid-19.

Researchers at University College 
London will investigate whether 
favipiravir, which is used as a flu 
treatment in Japan, and lopinavir -
ritonavir, which is used globally to 
treat HIV, can reduce or halt coro-
navirus in its early stages. Hundreds 
of healthcare workers with moder-
ate and early symptoms will get the 
chance to receive the drugs sepa-
rately or in combination.

The trial, at University College 
London Hospitals, the Royal Free 
London NHS trust  and Great 
Ormond Street hospital, is expected  
to take three months.

Coronavirus is thought to repli-
cate significantly in its early phases, 
and researchers want to see if inter-
vening early can stop it progressing 
to its more dangerous stage.

Researchers at Chelsea and West-
minster hospital will also trial 
 favipiravir but in Covid-19 patients 
being treated in hospital because 
the disease has advanced.

Seven trials, funded by charity 
LifeArc, were announced today, 
with details to follow on eight more. 

A team at King’s College London 
will investigate whether ruxolitinib, 
a drug normally used in bone mar-
row disorders and blood cancer, can 
help Covid patients to avoid having 
to be put on to a ventilator and 
reduce the death rate. Its trial 

begins next week.
Other grants will fund trials at 

Ashford and St Peters Hospital 
N H S  T r u s t  i n  S u r r e y,  a n d 

r e s e a r c h e r s  i n  O x f o r d  a n d 
 Edinburgh.

LifeArc chose projects involving 
drugs already used for other dis-
eases or about to complete trials, so 
that trials could begin quickly. 
 Creating new medicines or search-
ing for a vaccine is much more 
expensive and may take longer.

Ross Lydall Health Editor 

Medics with 
coronavirus  
to be given 
HIV and flu 
drugs in trialsDelivery: actor David Morrissey 

and chef Melissa Hemsley, third 
from left, help distribute food 
from The Felix Project before 

the pandemic
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